HOURLY RATES AND OTHER CHARGES
(Prices valid January 1, 2022 to June 30, 2022)

Straight Flight Operating Hours: Monday – Friday 7:00 AM to 5:30 PM (MST)

SHOP RATES AT OUR HANGAR
- Standard Rate: $115.00 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $172.50 per hour

SERVICE CONTRACT ACT (SCA) SHOP RATES AT OUR HANGAR
- Standard Rate: $125.00 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $187.50 per hour

AOG SHOP RATES AT OUR HANGAR (4 Hour Minimum)
- Standard Rate: $165.00 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $247.50 per hour

SHOP RATES OFF SITE AT CENTENNIAL AIRPORT (KAPA)
- Standard Rate: $125.00 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $187.50 per hour

AOG SHOP RATES OFF SITE AT KAPA (4 Hour Minimum)
- Standard Rate: $180.00 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $270.00 per hour

SHOP RATES OFF SITE AT OTHER LOCATIONS
All expenses related to travel, plus rate below:
- Standard Rate: $158.00 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $237.00 per hour

AOG SHOP RATES OFF SITE AT OTHER LOCATIONS (4 Hour Minimum)
- Standard Rate: $229.50 per hour
- Overtime Rate: $344.25 per hour

FEES & CHARGES:

Minimum labor charge – 1 hour during normal business hours

After hours and weekend call out – Minimum of 4 hours at overtime rate per technician

Hazardous materials disposal fee – Applied to all paint and/or composite related items

Energy fee for paint booth furnace for expedited projects- $100 to $500 (Variable)

All Customer supplied parts are subject to a 10% handling fee of factory list prices and only accepted with FAA traceable paperwork.